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In the following paper we consider properties of the ideal 
gas of classical (nonquantum) tachyons /I~/. 

One can say that it is senseless to study tachyons if their 
existence has not been experimentally confirmed. In our opinion, 
there are two possibilities to refute this objection, 

I. In order to propose the experiment that could give an 
answer to the question on the existence of tachyons, theoretical 
investigations are needed, because we already know that proper
ties of tachyons (if they exist) are quite different from those 
of particles slower than light - bradyons, It should be stressed 
that a theoretical support of the majority of experiments which 
have been done is very weak. So, their result cannot be counted 
as conclusivel 1( 

2. Even if we a priori assume that tachyons do not exist, 
a study of their properties can be valuable since it makes deeper 
our understanding of the theory of bradyons, 

He propose to a reader to choose one of the above possibili
ties and read what follows. 

Firstly we formulate some basic notions of the theormodyna
mics of tachyons following Huang~s book/ 4/. We start from the 
microcanonical ensemble and the postulate of "a priori equal 
probabilities" that are the same as in bradyon physics. Also 
without any differences we define entropy of a system and, 
through the entropy, the temperature of a subsystem, In this way 
we are led to the canonical ensemble and the partition function 
of N particles 

~(V, T) ~r 

wh~re V is the volume of the system; T, the temperature; and 
H(p1 ... PN· ql ... qN)• the Hamiltonian of the system of N partic
les which depends on their momenta, p, and positions, q. Integra
tion is taken over momenta greater than the rest masses of ta
chyons, m. We use the units where k = c "'1i ,. 1. 

The thermodynamical quantities: pressure, P, 
energy, U, are defined through Helmholtz~s free 
is related to QN by the equation ~--~-.,..- ., 

df 
F = - T £ n ~ ( V, T) , 

entropy, S, and 
energy, F, which 

. " ')i' t.' 
•, ' ....... (I) 
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In the case of free tachyons 

N 

q
1
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and 
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where z = m/ T and 802( z) is the so-called Lommel function /5/. 
Finallv we fYet 

~(V,T)z 

N 
f 4rrnf 'IV802(m/T)] 

N! 

For the gas of relativistic bradyons the part1t1on function is 
similar in form, although the Lommel function 80tz) has to be 
changed into the Hacdonald function K2 (z)/6,7/. 

Using (I) and (2), we find the equation of state which is 
the same as for bradyons, namely: 

pV = NT. 

Let us notice that at zero temperature the pressure is zero. 
In the case of tachyons it is not a trivial property if we re
member that zero energy tachyons carry momenta equal to their 
masses. So, at first sight we could expect that, similar to the 
Fermi-Dirac gas, the value of pressure at zero temperature would 
be finite. 

The energy of tachyon gas is expressed by the formula 

1) . 

2 

.. 

... 

In two extreme cases z >> 1 
mated 

and J..» 1 , S02 ( z) can be approxi
z 

2 
+ 0(fnz); for 

1 

=------- - »1 
z2 z 

8 02( z) 

-----= 1 
+ 0(~); for z » 1 . 

z z 

So, we find 

~=NT (3 + 0( ~en (ny'T)); for T » m 

U=~= 
NT (2 + (') (T/m)); for T « m. 

The high temperature limit is the same as for bradyons/6 • 7/. 
It is connected with the fact that high energy tachyons and 
bradyons behave as luxons. The low temperature limit is ob
viously different since for bradyons 

U = N ( 1._ T + m) • 
2 

Specific heat is defined as follows 

dr 1 au 
Cy=-(-)y 

N aT 

and is described by 

2 
38_

13
( z) 

- ----) 
8~2 ( z) 

2 
__.-= 3 + 0 (.1!!.. en (m/T)); 
~ T2 

for T » m 

~= 2 + 0 (T/m); 

c = v 
for T << m. 

- 1. 

In the Table we show the numerically found values of Cy and 
U/ p v versus m/ T. Let us notice that specific he~t is not a mo
notonical function of m/ T and at m/T• !there 1s a weak maximum • 

. An analogous table for bradyons is presented in Ref.7. 
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We conclude that all properties of the classical gas of ta
chyons and the gas of bradyons are similar and no new phenomena 
have been found in the case of tachyons. 
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Table 

Cv . U/pV 

3.000 3.000 

3.004 2.995 

3.014 2.983 

3.052 2.91? 

3.0?3 2.?68 

2.930 2.505 

2.?2_15 2.337 

2.42? 2.171 

2.151 2.054 

2.043 2.014 

2.000 2.000 

m;.,. 

The specific heat of the ideal 
gas of tachyons and the gas of 
bradyons as a function of m/T. 
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11py&'II1HCK11 (, 
OG 11AeanbHOM ra3e TaXI10HOB 

E2-83-476 

PaCCMOTpeHW CBOHCTBa 11AeanbHOro ra3a KnaCCI14eCK11X /HeKBaHTodwx/ 
'laCTI1~ 6WCTpee CBeTa - TaXI10HOB, ( 3TOH ~enb~ BBOARTCR OCHOBHWe nOHRTI1R 
TepMOA11HaMI1K11 TaXI10HOB, HaHAeHa CTaTI1CTI14eCKaR CYMMa AnR HeB3ai1MOAeHCTBy~
~11X TaXI10HOB 11 BW411CneHW TePMOAI1HaMI14eCK11e ~YHK~I111 TaXI10HHOrO ra3a, HaH
AeHO ypaaHeHI1e COCTORHI1R, KOTOpoe COBnaAaeT C COOTBeTCTBY~I1M ypa&HeH11eM 
ra3a 'laCTI1~ MeAneHHee CBeTa - 6paAI10HOB, 06Cy*AaeTCR noBeAeH11e BHyTpeHHeH 
3Heprl111 11 YAenbHOH TennoeMKOCTI1 B npeAenax O'leHb 6onbW11X 11 O'leHb H113KI1X 
TeMnepaTyp, noKa3aHO, 'ITO B BWCOKOTeMnepaTypHOM npeAene CBOHCTBa ra3a 
TaXI10HOB TO'IHO COBnaAa~T CO CBOHCTBaMI1 6paA110HHOro ra3a, npi1BeAeHW pe3ynb
TaTW '111CneHHWX pac'leTOB BHYTPeHHeH 3Heprl111 H TennoeMKOCTI1 AnR pa3HWX 
TeMnepaTyp. noKa3aHo, 'ITO ao seeM 11HTepaane . TeMnepaTyp xapaKTepi1CTI1KI1 
TaXI10HHOrO 11 6paAI10HHOro ra308 CXOAHWe, 

Pa6oTa awnonHeHa a Jla6opaTop1111 awcoKHX 3Hepri1H OU.RH. 

C~eHHe 06~eAHHeHHOro HHCTHTyTa ~AepHwx HccneAoaaHHH . Qy6Ha 1983 
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The properties of the ideal gas of classical (nonquantum) faster than 
light particles- tachyons have been considered. The basic notions of thermo 
dynamics of tachyons have been introduced. We have found the partition 
function and other thermodynamical quantities for the ideal tachyon gas. The 
equation of state which we have found for tachyons Is exactly the same as 
for the ideal gas of particles slower than light- bradyons. The Internal 
energy and the specific heat have been discussed at low and at very high 
temperatures. It has been shown that In high temperature limit the proper
ties of gas of tachyons and gas of bradyons are the same. The numerical 
calculations concerning the internal energy and specific heat at different 
temperatures were performed and the results have been presented. It has 
been shown that in full interval of temperature the characteristics of gas 
of tachyons are similar to those of gas of bradyons. 

The investigation has been performed at the laboratory of High 
Energies, JINR, 

Conrnun i cation of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1"983 
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